Don't Miss This Month's Presentation: A Guide To Pavement Maintenance

Learn how to perform emergency repairs in the winter, and about proper year-round maintenance and how it saves money in the long term. Presented by Huntington Paving. Register now as space is limited.

Register Now!

Preventing Facilities False Alarms: What FMs Need To Know

As an FM, you can minimize false alarms by knowing how to install your system properly and what to do to ensure it

Top Facilities Management Trends For 2019

New trends in facilities management show that the scope of a manager's responsibility is expanding, and technological innovations are rising to
Upcoming Events

Associate Member Breakfast
Feb. 7, 2019
8-9:30 AM
LEARN MORE

A Guide To Pavement Maintenance
Feb. 13, 2019
6-9 PM
LEARN MORE

February Board Meeting
Feb. 18, 2019 - 6-8PM
LEARN MORE

Welcome New Members

Michael Ferraro
Nora Systems

Chris Gutkes
Island Elevator

Kiera Furey
The Sherwin Williams Company

Joanna Pawlowska
United Public Adjusters & Appraisers

IFMA Merchandise

IFMA-LI Polo Shirt
Show off your chapter pride with this elegant polo shirt embroidered with the
Don't Miss February's Pavement Maintenance Presentation

[https://mailchi.mp/b57fedf9f89d/december-537137?e=624ae7a8eb](https://mailchi.mp/b57fedf9f89d/december-537137?e=624ae7a8eb)

Buy Now!

IFMA-Li Platinum Sponsors

IFMA-Li Gold Sponsors
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